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Keyser Grows Firm with Construction Manager
ByKristian Seemeyer | Phoenix
Do you want to stay ahead of the CRE-market in Phoenix? Sign up for GlobeSt.com's coverage of industry news. Our articles keep you informed of the regions most important 
information. Sign Up Today!

PHOENIX—Keyser announces that Michael Rauschenberger has joined the growing firm as new senior 
construction manager.

“I am very pleased to be able to welcome Michael to our team,” says founder Jonathan Keyser. “Michael is one 
of the top project managers in the state, and is known for delivering construction projects on time and under 
budget. His deep experience in retail and corporate office construction management will prove invaluable to 
Keyser’s clients.”

As one of Arizona’s leaders in office and retail construction, Rauschenberger drives the building and 
improvement of commercial settings of all shapes and sizes for smaller businesses and global enterprises alike.  
His 20-year plus construction management experience includes extensive tenant improvement experience for 
financial institutions, retail, hospitality, community outreach programs, municipal, advanced technology and 
manufacturing office buildings throughout the Western United States.

“Keyser is creating a paradigm change in the industry, and is pushing the future of how clients and their 
transactions are handled moving forward," states Rauschenberger. "Keyser delivers what they say they will do, 
they go above and beyond for their clients, and they make a difference.  I am joining Keyser because I want to 

be part of that difference.”

Get the latest each afternoon with GlobeSt.com's National PM Buzz — an updated look at the transactions and trends shaping the commercial real estate industry. Sign Up 
Today!
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